
Sowing the Seeds is an innovative enterprise development programme for
high school students. It is delivered in modules which are designed to
reinforce enterprise learning. Each module can be delivered as a
stand-alone activity.

� Enterprise Appetiser

� Enterprise Competition

� Enterprise Business Incubator

� Enterprise Investment Challenge

Highly valuable components throughout the programme are mentoring, training and business
engagement with a variety of entrepreneurial Norfolk Network business members and the
involvement of the pilot cohort students as peer support and role models. The programme has
the active support of BT Adastral Park Research Development Centre, international marketing
organisation YTKO and access to centres of excellence such as Hethel Engineering and the UEA.

All the activities benefit a broad range of student ability – from those who are naturally talented and
gifted to the less academic and more disaffected students, for whom enterprise may be the first
opportunity for them to shine. It unlocks new skills and abilities, particularly in self-confidence and
belief, teamwork, creativity and perseverance.

All course resources including information sheets, activity sheets and assessment for learning will
be provided by the Norfolk Network.



Enterprise
Appetiser

Target Cohort:
Students Years 9/10 whole
year group (split in two)

One half day bespoke event
tailored to suit a school’s

individual needs i.e. timetabling,
resources and specialism.

This event will introduce enterprise in an engaging, practical and
motivational way, stimulating aspirations and ambitions. Real-life
entrepreneurs will tell their stories and encourage questions.
Students will then participate in a carousel of interactive
workshops to develop their enterprise capability. Learning
outcomes will include:

� a knowledge and understanding of organisation,
innovation, risk, change and teamwork.

� development of skills including communications,
leadership, creative problem solving, planning and
time management.

� development of attributes including confidence,
initiative, can-do approach, commitment
and determination.

Activities will culminate in an individual creative challenge to test
the student’s enterprising skills gained during the event through
a written or designed task. The top 20 ideas will be selected by
the facilitators and feedback given.

Cost: £500.00

Enterprise
Competition
(ICT Innovation)

Target Cohort:
Students Years 9/10

The competition detailed
below, is

specific to ICT innovation but can be made
available for other sectors - electronics, food,
tourism, creative industries, automotive,

environmental and engineering -
thereby tailor-making it to suit the
school’s interests and those of the

students. The main site visit and mentors
would be sector related but the rest of the

programme remains the same.

Students apply online via the Sowing the Seeds website.
Feedback will be given to all students but a maximum of
twelve students from each school will be selected.

Students who haven’t taken part in the “Enterprise
Appetiser” can apply online too, but only through
recommendation from their enterprise teachers.

The students work in two teams to create and develop an
innovative new product involving technology, and learn how to
take it to market. Each team devises a prototype and a creative
marketing campaign, and then presents their ideas to a judging
panel of senior business people at a grand finale.

Activities include:

� Half day to
introduce the
challenge and a
site visit to BT’s
Adastral Park,
Suffolk to see
and experience cutting edge technologies.

� One day of group training workshops in market
research, presentation and communication skills,
sales and marketing. Teams are formed and role
responsibilities decided. Introduction to mentors and
visits set up.

� Ongoing mentor support visits.

� Half day competition finale – each team presents to a
senior panel of judges.

Publicity: The students take part in local radio interviews and
compile press releases for websites, and local press.

Learning outcomes:

� Enterprise capability:
understanding organisation,
innovation, risk, change and
teamwork; skills in decision
making, leadership, creative
problem solving, communication,
selling and marketing and
attributes in initiative, confidence,
and commitment.

� Financial capability:
understanding of money, costing
and financial planning.

� Economic and business understanding of markets,
price, competition, economic growth and awareness
of business roles.

Cost: £1,500 for two teams of six



Enterprise Business Incubator
Target Cohort:
Students Years
9/10/12/13

Further workshops to
embed and continue
enterprise learning.

� Two practical
half day sessions over one day in developing creative
thinking and developing products held at centres
of innovation.

� Two interactive workshops in protecting new ideas
(IP, patents, copyright) and finance, cash flow and
funding to be held at time and place to suit school.

Learning outcomes:

� Creative problem solving and communication.

� Financial capability: understanding concepts of
money, credit, investment and financial services and
products, budgeting, financial planning, personal
risk management.

� Economic and business understanding of markets,
price, competition, economic growth, IP.

� Interest in economics.

Cost: £750 for 30 pupils

Enterprise Investment Challenge
Target Cohort:
Students Years 9/10/12/13

Teams of six are given an
investment of £25 by the
Norfolk Network. The
challenge is to turn this
seed funding into as
much capital as possible
through enterprising activities and
to keep a record of how this
was done. Mentoring and
support from Norfolk Network
and entrepreneurial members.

Each team will present a
summary of their activities to a
panel of judges at a finale.

Learning outcomes:

� Enterprise capability: understanding innovation, risk
and teamwork; developing skills in decision making,
leadership, problem solving, managing risk, selling
and building confidence, communication, and
determination to succeed.

� Financial capability: understanding money and
investment, budgeting, financial planning and
personal risk management.

� Economic and business understanding of markets,
price, competition, organisation and economic
growth.

Cost: £600.00 for 2 teams

Pilot Project
The Norfolk Network
successfully delivered the
first schools “Sowing the
Seeds” tailored for year 9/10
students at two high schools
in Norfolk in 2006 – Blyth
Jex and Costessey High.

A full evaluation was carried out at the end of the programme
with feedback from parents, teachers, mentors and the students
themselves. Results were extraordinarily high, and this pilot was
short listed for several ‘Working with Schools’ awards as part of
the regional and national recognition of best practice.

The success reported was wide-ranging but in particular gave:

� a positive experience of enterprise;

� transformed attitudes raising aspirations and
ambitions;

� developed key skills in leadership, communications,
team-working, organisation, responsibility,
decision-making;

� increased creative thinking and motivation;

� increased self-esteem and confidence;

� a noticeable cross-curriculum effect – English and
ICT projects benefited in particular;

� revealed students’ hidden skills and abilitys;

� continued relationship with the
network and its members.

Delivery Implications
The Norfolk Network provides and manages all interactions
between participating students and its members in close
liaison with schools. Vehicle and staff supervision are required
for visits, workshops and judging finals.

The Norfolk Network is a dynamic and supportive
community of the most innovative and entrepreneurial
businesses in Norfolk. Our aim is to bring like minded
people together, via a range of inspiring and informative
services and events, in order to increase ambition and
inspiration, facilitate mutual learning, increase
enterprise skills to create an entrepreneurial and
enterprising culture. www.norfolknetwork.com



What the
students said:

� “I have learned lots
of skills, like how to
market a product
that will help me in
the future.”

� “I learned how to
lead a team and
communicate with
them in an effective
way, which allowed
us all to work
together.”

� “You have to have a
very strong idea to build a business.”

� “I have learnt that it is impossible to accomplish
anything in business without a team to help and that
you have to be committed.”

What others said:
� “The student had been very unhappy at school and

was talking about leaving. Sowing the Seeds has
persuaded her to stay, and she now says that she
wouldn’t think about leaving.”
Mentor

� “My daughter has learnt the following positives:
how to work quickly and efficiently under strict time
limits, and how to develop communication skills with
adults in and out of the business place. There has
been a real change in her behaviour, which is her
willingness to work and to get stuck into whatever is
thrown at her.”
Parent

� “My son is very shy at school and quiet but at home
he just hasn’t shut up about the project. The Sowing
Seeds project has done a lot to improve his
confidence in many ways. He had a very nervous
week leading up to the presentation and was very

apprehensive, but was proud of himself
after he had done it. It was lovely to see
him so full of enthusiasm. He has talked

about the experience endlessly since!
Parent

� “Its been a privilege to mentor these
students. In such a short time, they have

taken full advantage of every learning opportunity
offered to them – and they’re very quick to
understand and adapt the principles. Mentoring
these students was never a one-way street: their
enthusiasm and mental agility is so refreshing.”
Chris Stiven, Director, Absolut Marketing Ltd

� “The input from the Norfolk Network, its member
businesses and mentors was second to none, giving
valuable advice and support to help develop the
students ideas and to create polished presentations.
I have been particularly impressed with the approach
my students have made to the programme, giving up
break and lunchtimes as well as attending after
school meetings to work on their ideas. A measure
of the success of the programme can be seen by the
fact that these extra curricular sessions were
organised and ran solely by the students. They
wanted to make a success of their hard work.”
Stuart Catchpole, Enterprise Manager,
Costessey High School

� “Seeing these students grow in self-esteem and
confidence has been absolutely fantastic. It's been
fantastic to see what the students have learned in
terms of business knowledge, understanding
product development, learning marketing skills and
other core areas of business."
Ruth Bullard, Enterprise Co-ordinator,
Blyth-Jex School

� “Working with the kids has been a refreshing change
and great fun. It's wonderful to feel there's a new
generation of dynamic, entrepreneurial business
people being created."
Martin Kentish, MD,
The Customer Feedback Company

Norfolk Network
St Faith’s House

Mountergate
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